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INTELLIBRITE®

 COLOR-CHANGING LED LANDSCAPE LIGHTS

Showcase your landscape with captivating 
color and animated light shows.

IntelliBrite landscape lights are the way to add a variety of colored lighting 
effects to your backyard retreat. Whether you’re ready to wind down for the 
evening or perk up for a party, IntelliBrite landscape lights will create the 
perfect atmosphere.

              INTELLIBRITE® 

LANDSCAPE LIGHTS
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INTELLIBRITE® COLOR-CHANGING LED LANDSCAPE LIGHTS

Simply the most dramatic 
lighting options available.

LED technology is clearly the wave of the future in energy efficiency, 
lifetime value and quality of light. And IntelliBrite light technology uses 
the brightest LED lights available to add the vibrance and intensity that 
create the beauty, safety and security you want around your home.

SYSTEM  KEY FEATURES

Synchronization
IntelliBrite landscape lights can be synchronized with 
IntelliBrite Underwater Pool and Spa Lights for 
coordinated or complementary lighting effects.

Two color effect modes
For a total of 10 rich, fixed colors and 14 mesmerizing, 
automated light shows to match your mood, the 
occasion or the season of the year. 

Two brightness levels
To alter color intensity. Screw-off lens cap provides fast, 
easy access to mode and brightness switches.

Easy placement
For highlighting a tree, shrub, lawn sculpture or garden, 
as well as to illuminate drives, walks or decks and patios. 
Comes with mounting stake for secure attachment and  
easy installation.

Easy connection and adjustability
Connects to standard 12-volt transformer and has 
adjustable elbow joint for easy vertical adjustment.

Longer life
Provides significantly longer life than incandescent 
light bulbs.

Superior lens geometry and reflector design
Create highly uniform light and color distribution for best 
overall light quality and brilliance.

Durable, solid-state technology
No internal filament to wear out.

The IntelliBrite Color-Changing LED 
Landscape Light has earned the Eco Select® 
brand distinction as one of the greenest and 
most efficient choices from Pentair.

COLOR AND LIGHT SHOW OPTIONS

IntelliBrite Settings (Bolder Colors)— 
choose from 5 fixed colors and 7 light shows

SAm Mode: cycle through color range

Party Mode: rapid color-changing

Romance Mode: slow color transitions

Caribbean Mode: blue/green spectrum

American Mode: red/white/blue cycle

California Sunset Mode: orange/red transition

Royal Mode: deep color tone cycle

Landscape Settings (Softer Colors)— 
choose from 5 fixed colors and 7 light shows

Cape Cod: amber, blue, teal, gold and white cycle

Denali: shades of green

Borealis: violet, teal, yellow amber transition

Sedona: blue, orange, purple, green, magenta cycle

Lawrence: shades of amber

Kauai: full-spectrum transition

Vancouver: blue/green transition


